
 

As I read and hear about the 
aims of  higher education, I 
encounter familiar outcomes, 
such as collaboration and 
application—familiar because 

they are among the outcomes we set for the 
KEY program. We definitely are heading in 
the right direction. The other day, reading 
an article from EAB’s “Student Success 
Insights Blog,” I came across some 
outcomes that students themselves 
described: determination, school-life 
balance, “eagerness to learn,” self-respect, 
and appreciation for the “intangible 
things.” Do we need to add to our list of  
KEY outcomes?  I don’t think so. Our list 
already includes “mindset,” a general but 
useful term that encompasses “growth 
mindset” (psychologist Carol Dweck’s term 
for a belief  in one’s ability to improve), 
along with any number of  other qualities 
related to how students view themselves 
and their roles in the world. As we continue 
to shape our students’ KEY experiences, 
let’s be sure to frame those experiences 
(with reflective activities, for example) in 
ways that will help each student develop a 
constructive mindset, an invaluable 
resource that affects all the other outcomes. 

This Week at IU Kokomo
3/6: Open Session for Basketball Coach Search (3 p.m., KC 130B)
3/7: Grad Fair (10 a.m., Alumni Hall)
3/7: Diverse Voices (noon, KC 130B)
3/8: IU African American Dance Company Performance (6 p.m., 
Havens Auditorium)

This Week in Academic Affairs

Take Five March 6, 2017

• Shirley Aamidor and Christina Ivanova took Education 
students to the Indiana Statehouse, where they met with 
legislators.  Thanks for providing this opportunity!

Kudos for Kokomojo

Student Success Corner 

We’re on the edge of  Spring Break! 
Advance registration for fall classes opens 
the Monday we return, and this year we’re 
switching all registration appointments to 
drop-ins for that week; thus, it would be a 
great help now if  you could urge students 
to set appointments before March 20 with 
their advisors or be prepared to wait for a 
first-come, first-served 15-minute meeting 
with whichever advisor is prepared and 
available when they happen to come to the 
Advising office. All of  us can support 
retention by doing our part to pave the way 
for student enrollment for the next term. 
 Thank you very much!  
-Christina Downey (downeyca@iuk.edu) 

IU Kokomo Education students Alyssa Hawkins, Christi DeWitt, 
Courtney Cameron, and Cailyn Kessler recently met Indiana State 
Representative Jim Buck at the Indiana Statehouse.

Students participated in practice interviews in an event sponsored by 
IU Kokomo’s Career and Accessibility Center.
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